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absolutely Used to express and emphasize one’s assent or agreement.
He absolutely adores that car.

apparent Appearing as such but not necessarily so.
It became apparent that he was talented.

apparently Unmistakably (`plain’ is often used informally for `plainly.
She has apparently been living here for some time.

assured Protected against discontinuance or change.
We can never have completely assured lives.

certainly Definitely or positively (`sure’ is sometimes used informally for `surely.
The prestigious address certainly adds to the firm s appeal.

certainty A person that is certain to do or win the specified thing.
A man exuding certainty.

certitude Absolute certainty or conviction that something is the case.
The question may never be answered with certitude.

clear Clear and distinct to the senses easily perceptible.
She cleared 1 50 metres in the high jump.

clearly Clear to the mind; with distinct mental discernment.
Her ability to write clearly.

decidedly Without question and beyond doubt.
He looked decidedly uncomfortable.

decisively With finality; conclusively.
Samples from his body proved decisively that he was poisoned.

definitely In a definite manner; clearly.
I shall definitely be at the airport to meet you.

doubtless
Certainly; without doubt.
The company would doubtless find the reduced competition to their
liking.
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evidently Unmistakably (`plain’ is often used informally for `plainly.
She was in bed and evidently in great pain.

expressly Explicitly; clearly.
The house was expressly built for entertaining.

indeed
Expressing interest of an ironic kind with repetition of a question just
asked.
The idea is attractive to many men and indeed to many women.

indubitable Impossible to doubt; unquestionable.
An indubitable truth.

indubitably In a manner or to a degree that could not be doubted.
Indubitably liberalism parades under many guises.

justified Having words so spaced that lines have straight even margins.
Justified right margins.

markedly In a clearly noticeable manner.
New diagnoses have increased markedly since 1998.

obvious Easily perceived by the senses or grasped by the mind.
It was obvious a storm was coming in.

obviously Unmistakably (`plain’ is often used informally for `plainly.
She was obviously unwell.

outweigh Weigh more heavily.
These considerations outweigh our wishes.

rightly In accordance with justice or what is morally right.
The delicious cuisine for which her country was rightly famous.

seemingly From appearances alone.
The child is seemingly healthy but the doctor is concerned.

sure Definitely or positively sure is sometimes used informally for surely.
They thought he had been killed sure enough.

surely
Definitely or positively sure is sometimes used informally for surely.
No one knows how to move the economy quickly and surely in that
direction.

truly In a truthful way.
A truly dreadful song.

undoubtedly Without doubt; certainly.
It s undoubtedly very beautiful.

unquestionably Without question and beyond doubt.
The awards were unquestionably deserved.
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